Florida’s
Fabulous Fauna

We sold our house in New
Canaan, Connecticut, in June
2021, to move closer to our
son and his family in Weston,
Florida. Through the good
graces of a super agent we
managed to outsmart ten
competitors for a rental
property in Weston Hills
Country Club, barely two
miles from Andries, Juliana and our precious
grandchildren, Andries Jr (7) and Alessandra (3).
We moved down south not quite knowing what to expect. Our
agent and family took us on a Facetime walk-through and told us
they approved. We got a lot more than we expected. The house
was perfect for Ruth and me and our two dogs, with its back
terrace featuring a pool.
But it was what is behind the terrace that made our new
abode very special. Covid-19 had forced us to cancel our
planned African safaris indefinitely. As a safari addict that
goes to Africa at least twice a year for my fix I now discovered
a fabulous fauna fealty in the water canal between our back
terrace and the adjoining golf course.

Ibis in our backyard at Weston
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No lions, elephants, giraffes or the like but a feast of beautiful
birds. After we moved in, our neighbors told my granddaughter
that she should be careful going to close to the water as they have
spotted an alligator. I had my doubts but heeded their advice,
just in case.
Barely two weeks later Ruth beckoned me outside and there he
was. A seven footer sliding smoothly through the water, past the
ducks and geese that did not seem to mind.

Much more exciting to me, however, was the sighting of an
five foot orange iguana that swam across to the other side after
sunbathing to join a green friend in the brush. I am told that
iguanas are illegal immigrants and considered to be a pest as
they eat precious plants. Folks are allowed to kill them humanely
(whatever that means) but I can assure you that our guests have
nothing to fear.
As someone who used to be a big game hunter in his younger
days before switching to wildlife photography and arranging
African safaris for discerning clients, I have come to be an ardent
conservationist. My motto is: Leave Nature, or what is left of it, to do
its own thing. God has given it the capability to keep the balance
between preying and being preyed upon. More than can be said
for us “humane homo sapiens” who kill for any old reason and
leave a terrible trail of genocides behind us.
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Iguana showing off and meeting a friend

Center point for the
birdlife in our backyard is a
fake duck, which I am told,
serves as a cover for the water outlet that replenishes
the canal whenever needed.
On our very first day we
spotted an Anhinga on the
duck with its wings spread
wide. I thought I was on
safari, looking at our native African Darter. In my
mother tongue Afrikaans
it is called a Slangnekvoël
(snake neck bird). I discovered that the Anhinga is native to Brazil and Florida and commonly referred to as a snake bird. They
spend much of their time spreading their wings in the sun to dry
their feathers. Unlike most birds, Anhingas and Darters do not
have feathers that repel water. The Anhinga does not have exclusive use of the fake duck. A variety of other feathered folks perch
themselves on this plastic platform, either to show off or to get a
better view of the canal.
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The Great Egrets are among our favorite backyard residents.
Their cousins in Africa are sometimes referred to as cattle birds
as they sit on buffalo and other moving animals, picking at
insects rising up from the bush. In Florida they are fish eaters
and watching them strolling gracefully through the shallows,
pouncing on their prey, provides great entertainment.
While Egrets lead all the others in table manners, I do find the
Anhinga’s method of catching fish and gurgling it down quite
fascinating. Swimming along the water with only its snakelike
neck sticking out, it will suddenly stab its beak in the water,
rising with a fish twice the size of its neck. Shaking its neck it
manages to force its catch down into his stomach before he sets
out for the next prey.
On our very first day we
spotted a pair of Egyptian
geese with goslings in tow.
Over the next few months
we saw the young ones grow
up and settle somewhere
else in our neighborhood.
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Egret on a fishing expedition
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From Africa like
me, Egyptian geese, like the
Canadian geese,
have
multiplied
to an extent where they
are considered to be
major problem. While sport fields,
parks and the like are looking into ways to scare them away, they
are very welcome in our community. I certainly enjoy our resident couple even though they can be quite noisy at times.
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Egyptian couple with offspring

They and Egrets are regular companions on the golf course,
strutting along on the fairways and sometimes waiting on the
greens to see the players roll the little round egg into its nest.

What;s in the bag?

I find myself often on
my computer to identify newcomers which
are native to Florida but Hurry up. You are holding up the field.
have no counterparts to our cousins in Africa. My digital library
of Florida backyard safari pictures is growing rapidly but is unlikely to catch up with thousands of African safari images built
up over years.
The range of birds that frequent our waters is simply astonishing. Just when you think you have seen them all, a new breed
lands on our waters, to share in its apparent inexhaustible supply of fish and aquatic plants without any threat from irate homo
sapiens.
They come sometimes to check out our pool but fortunately
show no desire to jump in. I gather they don’t like the chemicals.
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So my grandchildren can enjoy themselves in our pool instead of
braving the canal where the alligator lurks.

As my inventory expands with spoonbills, herons of all sizes colors and shapes, egrets, moor hens, Muscovy ducks and many more,
one important Floridian bird has not
yet shown up in our
backyard waters.
I had to go the
nearby Flamingo
Park to see this
colorful creature. If
you really want to
see Flamingos as
they gather by their
tens of thousands,
forming one huge
pink carpet on the
water, Tanzania’s
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Lake Natron and Lake Manyara are the ideal places. But for now I
am quite happy to spend time on my terrace welcoming newcomers
almost every day of the week—not wearing masks.
Best, as always

Dr. Les de Villiers
les@theultimatesafari.com
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